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I have been asked to comment on how to avoid the US class actions in the EU, if collective redress is 
implemented, and whether it would be adequate to establish a separate collective redress system for 
antitrust (and why)

1. Where there is liability, there must be redress. Redress, and rectification of the market, should pre-
cede the imposition of sanctions.

2. A class or collective action is, like any other litigation process, a means of private enforcement.
3. There are options for how legal rules are enforced, the main two being enforcement by public 

authorities and enforcement by private actors.
4. In general, the architecture of the entire legal system in the U.S.A. strongly emphasizes private 

enforcement [of both private rights and public norms], and Americans distrust enforcement by 
public authorities, especially federal agencies, which they regard as being captured by the Executive. 

5. On the other hand, European legal systems adopt both public enforcement and private 
enforcement, often separating them for public norms and private rights respectively.

6. That is why American techniques, such as class actions, are essentially foreign animals in European 
legal systems. However, European courts do sometimes need to manage the processing of multiple 
claims – but far less frequently than occurs in America, since class actions are used more frequently 
there as regulatory enforcement mechanisms, on an opt-out model.

7. Various Member States have introduced collective actions - but they are usually rarely used, mainly 
because the financial incentives are not attractive enough to intermediaries. The U.S. system 
intentionally imposes high costs, that seem like abuse to many Europeans.

8. The prevailing theory of enforcement in USA is based solely on deterrence: imposing high costs on 
business, ex post, to deter future conduct.

9. In contrast, Most European agencies (apart from DG COMP) adopt an enforcement policy that is not 
solely based on deterrence, such as responsive regulation, risk-based enforcement, and others.

10. In my view, a deterrence theory alone is less effective and more expensive than other enforcement 
policies. For one thing, reliance solely on an ex post deterrence theory requires imposition of huge 
penalties, to take into account the ex post effect and the probability of detection: since ex ante
control is not relied on.

11. If you want to encourage the use of a private action technique, you would:

a. Remove or reducing barriers to a claimant
b. Place incentives for claimants and intermediaries (lawyers) to investigate possible 

wrongdoing and institute litigation.
12. These barriers and incentives are principally economic. There are several familiar levers:

a. No cost to the claimant
b. No loser pays
c. One –way cost shifting, onto defendants
d. High damages
e. High contingency or court-approved fees for lawyers
f. Wide rules on discovery and depositions
g. Punitive damages
h. Jury trials
i. Coordination of individual claims: Class actions or Multi-District Litigation rules



13. Introducing each one of the above levers would facilitate increased levels of litigation, and banning 
each one would discourage it. There are no other magic safeguards – you just have to play with 
these levers, depending on whether you want more or less litigation. Most of these levers are within 
the competence of Member States, not of the EU.

14. Many people think that all of these levers do not exist in Europe. That is wrong. There are clear 
trends in several Member States, for example, towards cutting legal aid and replacing it with success 
fees, even contingency fees (in UK), low ‘cost shifting’ or one-way cost shifting, and financing 
litigation by third party funders, several of whom already finance collective claims.

15. Within the technical rules of a collective court procedure, there are also other levers, such as:
a. evaluation of the merits
b. certification by the court
c. opt-out or opt-in
d. notice provisions
e. court approval of a settlement
f. court approval of lawyers' fees
g. stand alone or follow on model

16. However, none of these levers can be calibrated, either individually or cumulatively. You cannot 
design a system to give ‘just enough’ safeguards and no more. You will end up with either too little 
or too much enforcement - under-restitution or over-deterrence - , and this will vary between types 
of claim and sectors. If you pull more levers, you will get more  - or less - litigation. And that is what 
is happening already, and often unplanned and uncontrolled, in some Member States.

17. In these respects, the enforcement of competition law is no different from the enforcement of 
consumer law or any other area of law. The procedural levers and their economic effect are exactly 
the same.

18. However, there is an alternative approach, which is already used in some European Member States. 
Private enforcement through litigation is not the only tool that we in Europe have for enforcement. 
It has clearly been shown that regulators can deliver restitution (damages) in mass situations – and 
can do so very quickly and cheaply - if they are given the right powers - and they use them. The 
threat of such enforcement will encourage parties to negotiate, especially if they are assisted by 
ADR facilities that have the right expertise.

19. In my opinion, giving regulators enforcement powers (as the Danish Consumer Ombudsman has and 
some UK regulators have), and encouraging ADR systems, is far more effective, quick and cheap 
than litigation in delivering redress. If any collective action process involving courts is necessary in 
an individual sector, as an additional mechanism, it should be used as a threat to encourage ADR. It 
should not be readily available to lawyers to seek large rents, so should only be available if a 
regulatory or ADR technique is not available and would be reasonably used in the particular 
circumstances.

20. We need redress, but the collective action on its own is an old-fashioned tool for delivering this. 
There are more effective ways of delivering redress and behaviour, that are cheap, fast and 
effective.
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